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The Great Debate: Film vs. Digital
Digital or film. Which is
better? Over the past 10 to 15
years, we have all seen digital
photography slowly become more
accessible for the average
consumer as well as for the
professional photographer. We
have experienced firsthand the
advantages of digital technology
and recognize that film
photography is being used less
and less. There are staunch
advocates of film, and there are
those who claim that film is
already dead. Some members of
CPS have embraced one
technology or the other while
others utilize both. In Joe
Polevoi’s column this month, he
discusses his experiences with
digital photography. In this
editorial, I will present my
opinions on the digital vs. film
issue and make some predictions
for the future. Currently, I shoot
both film and digital. I have a
traditional darkroom, I work with
Photoshop on my computer, I
scan film, I use photo printers,
and I mix and match all of the
above.
In comparing digital
cameras with film cameras, there
are some obvious ways in which
digital cameras are superior. It is
a tremendous advantage to be
able to view the scene on the
camera immediately after it was
taken. There is no money wasted
on film or printing of “bad”
photos. There is no waiting to get
them developed. The photos are
able to be shared with others
immediately. Digital
manupulation is done without
the hassle of scanning film or
prints. A digital file can be
emailed around the world in
seconds. Storage is easier, etc.
Less obvious advantages have to
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do with the quality of the image.
The latest high-end digital
cameras can exceed 35mm film in
terms of perceived sharpness and
even dynamic range when
compared to 35mm color
transparency film. In a few years,
a good digital camera should be
far superior to 35mm film.
Digital cameras do have
some technical drawbacks,
especially if you’ve invested in
lenses for a 35mm camera
system. The smaller sensors
used on most digital cameras
makes the same lens on a digital
camera act as it were of a longer
focal length, sort of (the field of
view is actually cropped). This
can make wide angle
photography more difficult, more
expensive, or impossible,
depending on the camera.
Cameras that have full-size
sensors eliminate that problem,
but are currently very expensive.
In the future, sensor size may
become more standardized, but
predictions regarding any
standards for digital cameras are
difficult at best.
To complicate this wideangle problem further, digital
sensors are not designed to
capture light from an angle.
Rather, they capture light best
from directly in front of the
sensor. Because of this, wide
angle lenses need to be designed
differently for digital cameras.
Even then, “digital” wide angle
photos frequently have various
distortions due to technical
limitations in lens design.
Fortunately, some of these
distortions can be overcome by
post-exposure processing (e.g.
Photoshop).
Another common
problem with most digital
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cameras is their tendency to
over-expose highlights. This is a
function of the camera’s exposure
meter, the sensor and the incamera software, or “firmware.”
It is particularly problematic with
consumer level cameras. They
seem to be optimized to capture
some detail in the shadows to the
detriment of the highlights.
The camera’s firmware
can also be responsible for giving
digital photos a “soft” look. The
camera processes the image to
reduce various digital artifacts,
but it also softens the image, or in
some cases over-sharpens it (also
bad). I usually bypass the incamera processing by shooting in
raw mode. For the future, I
expect continued improvments in
digital camera firmware that will
minimize image softness or oversharpening.
There are some types of
photography where the image
from a digital camera cannot
currently approach the quality of

film. In landscape photography
where very large prints are made
(30 by 40 inches or larger), even
the best digital cameras will give
a relatively soft image compared
to medium format or largeformat film. When talking about
digital print resolution, it is
generally acknowledged that 300
dots per inch (dpi) is the
resolution whereby anything
finer cannot be detected by the
human eye. In side-by-side
comparisons, anything less than
about 300 dpi can be seen as
softer even if it is “acceptable”.
With an 8 MP digital camera, the
largest print that can be made at
300 dpi is roughly 8 x 10 inches.
Very few landscape
photographers would be satisfied
with that. Nor would they accept
significantly lower resolution in
order to make a large print. In
comparison, large format
cameras will allow for 30 x 40"
photos (or larger) with good
sharpness.
Another area where film
is still the favorite medium is
with black & white fine art
photography. Digital sensors
and printers cannot yet match
the tonal range of black & white
film, a silver print, or a
platinum/palladium print.
These analog processes can

produce photos with a very large
dynamic range and smooth tonal
transitions, particularly in the
midrange. There are also some
intangibles that make a
traditional, handcrafted black &
white print more appealing. This
may have something to do with
the grain pattern and the pigment
characteristics. I’m not sure. But
it’s a look that cannot yet be
duplicated on an inkjet printer.
Although there are major
technical differences between
film photography and digital
photography, neither film nor
digital is “better.” Digital
cameras have become the choice
of many types of photographers,
including photojournalists,
sports photographers, and the
average consumer. Because of
convenience and cost, digital
cameras will continue at a rapid
pace to replace film in areas
where they already have a
dominant position. Limitations
of digital cameras will disappear
as the technology matures, and
prices will come down. Film
cameras and analog photography
will not become extinct, however,
and will for many years continue
to be the favorite of landscape
and fine art photographers. The
type of camera that works best
depends on individual style and

“Cooling Off” by Bill Trent. 1st place winner in People
competition,color prints, November 12, 2004

CPS Schedule
January 2005
11
14
21
28
28

Board Meeting
Creative Competition #2
Program to be announced
People Competition #4 *
Holiday Party at Nido Italia,
12020 Mayfield Rd.
*

possibly to be rescheduled
due to Holiday Party

February 2005
4
8
11
18
25

Pictorial Competition #4
Board Meeting
Hand Coloring Workshop
($10 fee)
Creative Competition #3
Student Night

type of photography. Variety is a
good thing as evidenced by CPS
competitions where members
produce excellent photos of
varying styles with a wide variety
of equipment. My advice is to
keep an open mind, experiment,
and remember that the image is
more important than the
equipment.
Tom Fleming

“Sugar in the Morning” by Bill Trent. 1st place in Nature competition, commercial prints, August 4, 2004.
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The Keyword:
Practice
by Joe Polevoi

When I first
became interested in photography, I
watched folks
snap a single
photo, put their
camera back in
its leather case
and repeat that routine when
they saw something else special,
which was not very often. No
reason to waste film and money, I
guessed. Then I’d observe photographers at sports events
running around photographing
everything! Someone paid them
to practice being better photographers and it made sense.
As an art student and the
curious type, my first camera got
a real work-out as I wandered
everywhere capturing stuff that
looked artistic. My random way
of practicing resulted in many
under exposed, over exposed, out
of focus, badly composed prints
topped off by the expenses of
endless film and processing. It
was easy to understand why most
folks were so cautious with their
cameras. Everyone doing photography since it was first invented
had to spend more money as they
did more photography, plain and
simple.
Fast forward to the present.
My first digital camera arrived
recently and I am still working
on changing my “Film Syndrome”
habits from yesteryear. The
message is starting to get
through. I CAN NOW SHOOT AS
MUCH AS I WANT! Add an
asterisk to that statement: as long
as there are sufficient memory
cards and batteries charged and
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ready to go. Unlike film and
processing, those tiny memory
cards can hold hundreds of
photos designed to be reused
almost indefinitely. Also, the
amazing “See it now” feature still
amazes me. Looking at the LCD
screen shows me how the last
photo was seen by the camera. I
can view any of the preceding
shots plus I can enlarge any
photo to check the focus and
delete the bad stuff. That’s BIG
stuff for me! Then the choices
continue after I load the photos
from the camera into my computer and edit in ways photographers could never do before. I
can choose to produce prints on
my printer (paper and ink costs
are still a big rip-off ) or having
photo processors do it. The best
way to not spend more money is
to transfer large amounts of
photos onto CDs costing pennies
or DVDs capable of storing huge

INSIDE CPS...

amounts of photos. I can mail
those disk copies to someone far
off who will enjoy viewing them
on their bright computer or TV
screens as slide shows instead of
looking at tons of small prints.
For anyone who thinks this
would be the right time to rid
themselves of the “Film Syndrome”, invest in a digital
miracle. Get out and practice
creating photos seldom seen in
camera club competitions. Look
for people in candid situations,
action compositions, surprising
and un- predictable still lifes and
try imaginative effects available
in computer programs, whatever.
Remember the old joke about
a tourist in New York city asking
a local, ”could you please tell me
how to get to Carnegie Hall”?
The local quietly answered,
”Practice.”
You will certainly make our
future club competitions tougher.

by Joe Polevoi

Here’s my neat idea...we collect old enlargers from all over the country
and open the CPS Enlarger Museum! It will be another great tourist
attraction for Cleveland!

CPS Photography
Courses
CPS offers courses in
Fundamentals of Good Photography twice per year. The next
course begins on January 19th.
This year a Digital
Imaging Workshop will be
offered beginning on January
17th. The courses are held at
the clubroom at 1549 Superior
Avenue. Enrollment fee for
each is $90. To enroll or for
more information, please
contact Elaine Kukral at 216524-5434.

Susan Swope Organizes Euclid Exhibit
Thanks to Susan Swope for organizing the CPS photography
exhibit at the Euclid Public Library. The exhibit was on display for the
month of November and was located in the front corridor adjacent to
the meeting rooms. CPS members attended “Meet the Artists” night on
November 30th to talk about their photos and the club.

Spring 2005 Course Schedule
Digital Imaging Workshop:
Jan. 17
Jan. 24
Jan. 31
Feb. 7

Setup and Capture
Geometry and Retouching
Adjustments and Layers
Selections and Combining
Images
Feb. 14 Problem Solving and Output
Feb. 21 Creative Frontiers of Imaging

Some of the CPS photos at the Euclid Public Library exhibit.

photo by Joan Wilson

Fundamentals of Good
Photography:
Jan. 19
Jan. 26
Feb. 2
Feb. 5
Feb. 9
Feb. 16
Feb. 23

Camera Familiarization
Exposure
Lenses and Light
Field Trip 9:30 am (Sat.)
Composition
Flash Photography
Close-up Photography
Automatic Cameras
Mar. 2 Photo Tips
Night Photography
Mar. 6 Field Trip 9:30 am (Sun.)
Mar. 9 Basic Portraiture
Mar. 16 Introduction to Digital Creative
Photography
Mar. 23 Introduction to Digital Cameras
Mar. 30 Course Review

photo by Joan Wilson

CPS members at “Meet the Artists” night at Euclid Public Library. From left to right:
Joe Polevoi, Ed Rynes, Mandi Fleming, Chris Dixon, Tom Fleming, Max Aynik, Susan
Swope, Tatyana Desinova, Vic Evcic, John Scott, and Ron Wilson.
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A “Black and White” Adventure Tour
by John Armonas
Last October I was in Canada on a “Black & White Adventure”
tour. The first part of the program took place in the small northern
community of Churchhill, located on the Western shore of the Hudson
Bay just below the Arctic Circle. It took two and a half hours from
Winnipeg to Churchhill to fly by a small plane. In October and early
November, polar bears gather on the shores of Hudson Bay to await ice.
Once the ice form, they wander onto the Hudson Bay to hunt for their
favorite food: seals.
While the polar bears are waiting for the Hudson Bay to freeze,
photographers are taken by Tundra Buggies (large bus-like vehicles) to
photograph them. Other activities in Churchhill included a town and
area tour, the Eskimo Museum, two days of Tundra Buggy excursions,
and a dog sledding program.
All summer long polar bears sit in the Taiga Forest waiting for
the cold weather. Since during the summer months they do not eat or
hibernate, they lose a lot of weight. By the time the first snow falls, the
bears are hungry and aggressive. Some wander too close to the city of
Churchhill and are caught and put into a bear jail. The jail can
accomodate 45 bears. In jail, bears are given only water, and once the
bay freezes they are released onto the ice.
The second part of the program is in the Riding Mountain
National Park located Northwest on Winnipeg. Unlike the barren
tundra of Churchhill, this region is covered with beautiful forests and
open meadows. The park is full of wildlife including black bears,
moose, elk, bison, and other wild animals.
Once the first snow falls, the black bears become lethargic.
Many were yawning and acting sleepy. Soon after that the black bears
go to hibernate. At the same time, polar bears start their eating frenzy
to gain weight. For polar bears, summer is called “walking hibernation.”
photos by John Armonas
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Nature Competition Results
December 3, 2004
B&W PRINTS, GENERAL & ZOOLOGY, CLASS A
1st
Ed Rynes
Cabbage Palm & Saw Grass
1st
Ed Rynes
Mating Egrets
1st
Ron Wilson
Orchids
COLOR PRINTS GENERAL & ZOOLOGY, CLASS A
1st
Ron Wilson
Great Egrets Mating
2nd
Jim Kunkel
Monument Valley - Three Sisters
2nd
Ed Rynes
White Ibis Walking in Surf
COLOR PRINTS, GENERAL & ZOOLOGY, CLASS B
1st
Bob Frye
Wood Duck
1st
Bob Frye
Marsh Marigold
1st
Mary Rynes
Nesting Great Blue Heron
COMMERCIAL PRINTS, GENERAL & ZOOLOGY
1st
August Costlow
August Wake
2nd
Mike McNeely
A Lake Erie Winter
SLIDES, ZOOLOGY, CLASS A
1st
Bob Stone
Argeope Backlit
2nd
Ed Rynes
Golden Capped Conure in Profile
3rd
Ed Rynes
Blue Heron 2
3rd
Bill Gance
Gator Eye
3rd
Bob Stone
Rocky Mountain Goat
SLIDES, GENERAL, CLASS A
1st
Bob Stone
Emerald Lake Sunrise
2nd
Jim Kunkel
Thistle Bud
2nd
Bill Gance
Autumn Red
2nd
Bob Stone
Sunrise on Zabriske Point
SLIDES, ZOOLOGY, CLASS B
1st
Mary Rynes
Gull in Flight
SLIDES, GENERAL, CLASS B
1st
Bill Trent
Bare Branches
1st
Bill Trent
Last Leaf
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Nature Competition
Accumulated Points
as of
December 31, 2004
PRINTS, CLASS A, COLOR
Ron Wilson
21
Jim Kunkel
16
Ed Rynes
9
Bob Stone
4
PRINTS, CLASS B, COLOR
Bob Frye
23
Mary Rynes
10
PRINTS, B&W
Ron Wilson
Ed Rynes

15
10

PRINTS, COMMERCIAL
August Costlow
5
Jim Frier
5
Bill Trent
5
Tom Fleming
4
Mike McNeely
4
Bill Gance
3
SLIDES, CLASS A GENERAL
Bob Stone
25
Jim Kunkel
18
Bill Gance
7
Maria Kaiser
4
Ed Rynes
4
Elaine Kukral
3
SLIDES, CLASS A ZOOLOGY
Bob Stone
13
Ed Rynes
12
Bill Gance
7
Jan Holkenborg
4
Elaine Kukral
4
Jim Kunkel
4
Joe Polevoi
4
SLIDES, CLASS B GENERAL
Russell Purnell
10
Bill Trent
10
SLIDES, CLASS B ZOOLOGY
Mary Rynes
15
Russell Purnell
5

PBL Competition
Results
December 17, 2004
B&W PRINTS CLASS A
1st
Ron Wilson
PBL #2062
PRINTS CLASS A
1st
Ron Wilson
2nd
Ed Rynes

PBL #2662
PBL #9751

B&W PRINTS CLASS B
1st
Vic Evcic
PBL #2
COLOR PRINTS CLASS B
1st
Vic Evcic
PBL #12
COMMERCIAL PRINTS
1st
Tom Fleming PBL #1
SLIDES
1st
Bert Klein
2nd

Joe Polevoi

Angles and
Curves
Dare to be
Different

Creative Competition
Accumulated Points as
of December 31, 2004
PRINTS, BLACK & WHITE
Mary Rynes
5
Ed Rynes
4
Kolman Rosenberg
3
Ron Wilson
3
PRINTS, COLOR
Bob Stone
Ed Rynes
Mary Rynes
Joe Polevoi
Kolman Rosenberg

9
8
8
5
4

SLIDES
Paul Mathiellis
Bill Gance
Gerry Juskenas
Maria Kaiser
Bert Klein
Joe Polevoi
Ron Wilson

9
4
4
4
4
4
4

People Competition
Accumulated Points
as of
December 31, 2004
BLACK & WHITE PRINTS
Ed Rynes
13
Kolman Rosenberg
10
Ron Wilson
9
Jim Frier
5
Chris Dixon
3
COLOR PRINTS
Ed Rynes
Mary Rynes
Jim Frier
Bill Gance
Tatyana Denisova
Diane Funk
Koman Rosenberg
Elaine Kukral
Ron Wilson
Bill Trent
SLIDES
Bill Gance
Elaine Kukral
Joe Polevoi
Mary Rynes
Ron Wilson
Diane Funk
Pam Messuri
Gerry Juskenas
Ed Rynes

15
10
9
9
7
7
7
6
6
5

13
12
12
12
5
4
4
3
3

CPS Holiday Party
This year’s Holiday Party
will be held on January 28th at
Nido Italia at Mayfield Rd. (Little
Italy). Cost per person is $30.00
plus tax and tip. There will be
entertainment and dancing, and
proper attire is required. Payment
must be received by January 15th.
Make checks payable to NIDO
ITALIA and send to Pam Messuri,
771 E Pleasant Valley Rd. Seven
Hills, OH 44131. Any questions
call Pam @ 216- 524-4185.

Pictorial Accumulated Points
as of December 31, 2004
BLACK & WHITE PRINT CLASS A
Ed Rynes
19
Tom Fleming
10
Ron Wilson
5
Jim Frier
4
Kolman Rosenberg
3
BLACK & WHITE PRINT CLASS B
Cliff Eller
5
Geoff Powers
5
COLOR PRINTS CLASS A
Ed Rynes
26
Ron Wilson
9
Jim Kunkel
8
Bob Stone
6
Elaine Kukral
4
Bob Malek
2
Joe Polevoi
3
COLOR PRINTS CLASS B
Mary Rynes
10
Bob Frye
10
Goeff Powers
4
COMMERCIAL PRINTS
Tom Fleming
21
Bill Gance
8
Joe Kunzman
7
Max Aynik
7
Elaine Kukral
6
Alex Boehm
2
Vic Evcic
2
Pam Messuri
2
COLOR SLIDES CLASS A
Joe Polevoi
19
Bill Gance
18
Susan Swope
14
Maria Kaiser
10
Ron Wilson
7
Ed Rynes
7
Jim Kunkel
7
Bert Klein
7
Diane Funk
6
Gerry Juskenas
6
Bob Stone
4
Elaine Kukral
3
Ken Kukral
3
COLOR SLIDES CLASS B
Bob Frye
17
Alex Boehm
9
Mary Rynes
7
Geoff Powers
7
Russell Purnell
5
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CPS Photo Gallery - December Competitions

“White Ibis in Surf” by Ed Rynes

“Two Nesting Herons” by Mary Rynes

“Monument Valley - Three Sisters” by Jim Kunkel
“Cabbage Palm and Sawgrass” by Ed Rynes
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“PBL #2062” by Ron Wilson

“Gold Crowned Conure” by Ed Rynes

“Mating Egrets” by Ed Rynes

“PBL #1971” by Ron Wilson

“PBL Interior #1” by Tom Fleming
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The Cleveland Photographic Society
1549 Superior Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44114
First Class Mail

The Cleveland Photographic Society
The Cleveland Photographic Society (CPS) was formed in 1887 and has operated continuously since that
time, making it the second oldest camera club in uninterrupted operation in North America. We are one of
only a few clubs in the country to have our own permanent clubroom and a darkroom. These facilities allow
CPS to conduct a Photo School every Fall and Spring, featuring sessions on fundamentals, darkroom work
and digital techniques.
Visitors are welcome to attend, at no charge, any scheduled meeting to learn more about our programs and
competitions. Most meeting are on Friday evenings at 7:30 pm. We are located upstairs at 1549 Superior
Avenue in downtown Cleveland, Ohio. The annual membership fee is $45 for individuals, $57 for couples,
and $35 for students.
In addition to programs and competitions, CPS sponsors special showings, workshops, and field trips to
provide ideas, opportunities and inspiration. We also hold a number of social events and an annual auction.
This newsletter, Through The Darkroom Door, is printed and emailed to members, friends of CPS and other
subscribers every month at no charge. For members without email, a printed copy is mailed through the
U.S. Postal Service. The email version is in pdf format and is in color. To subscribe to this newsletter,
please email the editor, Tom Fleming, at tefleming77@comcast.net with your request.
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